






Meteorological observations at Syowa Station in ,**,
by the .-rd Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition
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Abstract: This report describes the result of meteorological observations at Syowa
Station and neighboring areas from February +, ,**, to January -+, ,**-, carried out
by the Meteorological Observation Team of the .-rd Japanese Antarctic Research Ex-
pedition (JARE-.-).
Instruments and methods for compiling data were almost the same as those used in
the .,nd Expedition.
Remarkable weather phenomena observed during the period were as follows.
+) In the surface weather observations, air temperature was higher than in a normal
year from May to October. In addition, a blizzard (Class A), observed in the middle
of September, recorded /1.3m/s (maximum instantaneous wind velocity) and ./..m/s
(maximum +* minutes average wind velocity). These wind speed were the maximum
values ever observed in September and third rank in any month.
,) In aerological observations, sudden warming in the lower stratosphere appeared
earlier (beginning of July), and major warming with vortex split which was the ﬁrst
observation in the Southern Hemisphere occurred in late September.
-) The ozone hole was observed from the beginning of August to the middle of
October. After late October, the total ozone amount was higher than the average of
the last ,* years.
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Table +. Observation items, frequency and minimum unit of observations, and instruments at
Syowa Station (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. +. Location of surface meteorological instruments in the main part of Syowa Station.
 Surface observations: Barometer
Ozone observations: Dobson spectrophotometer
Radiation observations: Brewer spectrophotometer, downward solar radiation
 Surface observations: Anemometer, thermometer, hygrometer, visibility sensor
 Surface observations: Pyranometer
 Surface observations: Snow depth sensor
 Radiation observations: Upward radiation
 Ozone observations: Surface ozone monitoring sensor
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Table -. Updated records of surface meteorological observation extremes and ranks at Syowa Station (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,. Time series of ten-day mean surface meteorological data at Syowa Station (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. -. Comparison of Snow Depth between sea ice area and Syowa Station area (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Table 1. Numbers of observations and balloon-burst altitudes for aerological observations at Syowa Station.
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Fig. .. Time-height cross section of upper-air temperature (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Table 2. Monthly summaries of aerological observations (** UTC) at Syowa Station.
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Fig. /. Annual changes of upper air temperature.
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Fig. 0. Annual variations in upper air temperature (C) and upper wind components (m/s)
(a), normal values (+31+,***) (b), and deviations (c).
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Fig. 1. Monthly mean weather chart on -* hPa (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. 2. Weather chart on -* hPa (Sep. ,/, ,**, +,UTC). Heights (solid line contour)
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Table 3. Sensors for ozone observations at Syowa Station.
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Table +*. Number of total ozone observations and ozone Umkehr observations with
the Dobson spectrophotometer at Syowa Station.
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Fig. 3. Annual variations in total ozone (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
: Daily representative data (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
Gray area: The standard deviations (¤s) of ,* years during ozone hole period (+32+,***).
Thin line: Maximum and minimum values since the start of observations (+30+).
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Fig. +*. Amount of ozone for each layer obtained by Umkehr observations (Feb. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ++. Time-height cross section of ozone partial pressure (mPa) obtained by
ozonesonde observations (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. +,. Daily means of surface ozone concentrations (Feb. +331Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. +.. Schematic diagram of mass ﬂowmeter and ﬁlm ﬂowmeter test.
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Fig. +0. Flow rate of inlet and outlet for air at the ground test.
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Fig. +/. Flow rate of mass ﬂowmeter and ﬁlm ﬂowmeter.
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Fig. +1. Schematic diagram for pump circumference experiments.
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Fig. +3. Annual variations of the daily integrated values of surface downward and upward





Fig. ,*. Annual variations of daily integrated values of surface downward, upward
longwave radiation and net longwave radiation (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,+. Annual variations of daily integrated values of surface downward and upward total
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Fig. ,,. Annual variations of daily integrated values of surface downward and upward UV-B
and daily mean UV-B albedo (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,-. Daily accumulated ultraviolet radiation and total ozone amount at
Syowa Station (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,/. Annual variations of the Feussner-Dubois turbidity coe$cient measured
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Fig. ,0. Annual variations of the aerosol optical depth for each wavelength (Jan. ,**,Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,1. Time series of atmospheric turbidity over Syowa Station (Jan. +32*Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,2. Time series of Feussner-Dubois atmospheric turbidity coe$cient measured
by pyrheliometer (Feb. +32*Jan. ,**-).
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Fig. ,3. Two years variations of surface downward longwave radiation in case of
clear sky and mostly cloudy (low clouds) sky (Jan. ,**+Dec. ,**,).
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Fig. -*. Annual variations of output voltage of surface downward pyrgeometer (CG.)
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Fig. -+. Annual variations of surface downward longwave radiation in case of
. patterns determined by weather conditions (Jan.Dec. ,**,).
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Fig. -,. Output voltage of pyrgeometer when the weather changed from clear to cloudy.
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Table +-. Speciﬁcations of balloon-borne aerosol sondes at Syowa Station.
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Fig. --. Flow chart of aerosol sonde data processing program.
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Table +.. Aerosol sonde observations at Syowa Station.
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Fig. -/. Vertical distribution of background aerosol mass mixing ratio over
Syowa Station in Apr. ,**, and Jan. ,**-.
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Fig. -0. Vertical distribution of aerosol concentration in winter ,**,.




Fig. -1. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass mixing ratio over Syowa Station in winter ,**,.
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Fig. -2. Traverse route from Syowa Station to Dome Fuji Relay Point.
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Table +/. Instruments and accuracy of meteorological observations on traverse route.
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Fig. -3. Surface meteorological observation data during the traverse to
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